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Abstract
Eighty, day-old, commercial broilers were divided in four equal groups and were fed standard broiler ration. Effective Microorganisms™ (EM) were administered in solution form through drinking water to 1st group, in solid form (Biofeed) through feed to 2nd group and both to 3rd group from 10 days of age to 56 days of age. The 4th group served as control.

Birds were vaccinated with Newcastle disease (ND) vaccine at 7 days and 28 days of age.

After 45 days of EM treatment live body weight was 2004=F1 45.1 g, 1978 =F1 61.5 g and 2022 =F1 45.4 g, respectively, in broilers given EM solution alone, biofeed alone and both simultaneously compared with 1690=F1 37.1 g in the control broilers (P<0.001).

Of the lymphoid organs bursa and thymus indices were significantly greater in broilers given EM solution alone and both EM solution and biofeed compared with the control broilers (P<0.05) at 45 days post-treatment. Spleen weight was not influenced with EM treatment. Of the visceral organs liver index was significantly lesser in broilers given biofeed alone compared with the control broilers (P<0.01). Gizzard index was significantly lesser in birds given EM solution (P<0.05), biofeed (P<0.001) and both (P<0.01) than the control broilers. Heart index was significantly lesser in birds given EM solution (P<0.01), biofeed (P<0.01) and both (P<0.05) than the control broilers.

Proventriculus, intestine, kidneys, pancreas and thyroid Indices did not differ significantly between EM treated and control broilers at 45 days post-treatment. Antibody geometric mean titre (GMT) value against ND vaccine virus during primary response was 13 in broilers given EM solution alone, 9.8 in broilers given biofeed alone and 9.8 in broilers given both simultaneously compared with 3.2 in the control broilers. The counterpart GMT values during secondary response were 445.7, 264, 256 and 68.6. In conclusion, EM is a safe product. This technology can be applied for promoting growth and for potentiation of immune response in the chicken.

Introduction
Effective microorganisms (EM) is a newer technology from Japan recently introduced in Pakistan by Hussain et al., 1996. EM is available in the form of solution and solid for commercial use. Until now the products are being used mainly in Agriculture and the technology has shown promising results in plant health and production. There were reports from abroad on EM use in livestock and poultry. This study was envisaged to investigate the effect of EM on health and immune system of poultry under local conditions.

Materials and Methods
Experimental birds Eighty day-old, commercial broiler chicks of certified health status were procured from a breeder company (Mughal Chicks Sargodha). The chicks were divided into four equal groups and kept in cages under standard management conditions. The chicks were fed ad libitum commercial broiler ration (Punjab Feeds Ltd.) containing 23 per cent crude protein and 3000 ME/kg throughout the study period of eight weeks.

Effective microorganisms (EM)
EM was supplied by Hussain et al. (1996) in solution and solid (biofeed) form. EM primarily contains Lactic acid bacteria and other useful bacteria. EM was given as solution at the dose rate of 1 ml/L drinking water to first group, as biofeed at the dose rate of 30 g/kg in feed to second group and both simultaneously to third group continuously from 10 days of age to 56 days of age. The fourth group served as control.

Parameters
The following parameters were observed.
2. Feed consumption and feed conversion ratio.
3. Organ weights at four weeks and eight weeks of age.
4. Antibody titre after primary and booster vaccination with Newcastle disease vaccine virus (LaSota strain, Biotec Italy).

Results

Live body weight

Live body weight in experimental broilers is given in Table 1. It was significantly greater in broilers given EM solution alone or biofeed alone than the control from 4th week posttreatment onward (P<0.001). Whereas live body weight was significantly greater in broilers given both EM solution and biofeed simultaneously than the control broilers from 3rd week post-treatment onward (P<0.001). At the end of 45 days of treatment live body weight was 18.6 percent, 17 percent and 19.6 percent greater, respectively, in broilers given EM solution alone, biofeed alone and both simultaneously than the control broilers. Net weight gain in the three respective treatments was 1912 g, 1884 g and 1919 g compared with 1596 g in the control broilers.

Feed consumption ratio

Feed consumption was 5.11 kg in broilers given EM solution, 5.12 kg in broilers given biofeed and 5.18 kg in broilers given both simultaneously compared with 4.93 kg in the control. Feed conversion ratio was 2.55 in broilers given EM solution, 2.59 in broilers given biofeed and 2.56 in broilers given both simultaneously compared with 2.92 in the control.

Lymphoid organs

Actual weight of bursa and thymus and their indices were significantly greater in EM treated broilers compared with the control (Table 2, P<0.05). Actual weight of spleen was significantly greater in EM treated broilers compared with the control (P<0.05) but its index did not differ significantly between EM treated broilers and the control (Table 2).

Visceral organs

Table 3 shows that actual weight of liver was significantly greater in EM treated broilers compared with the control but liver index was significantly lesser in EM treated broilers compared with the control (P<0.05). Actual weight of proventriculus was significantly greater in EM treated broilers compared with the control (P<0.05) but its index did not differ significantly between EM treated broilers and the control. Actual weight of gizzard did not differ significantly between EM treated broilers and the control but gizzard index was significantly lesser in EM treated broilers compared with the control (P<0.01). Actual weight of intestine and its Index did not differ significantly between EM treated broilers and the control. Actual length of intestine was significantly lesser in EM treated broilers compared with the control (P<0.01). Actual weight of pancreas was significantly greater in EM treated broilers compared with the control (P<0.05). Pancreas index did not differ significantly between EM treated broilers and the control. Actual weight of kidney and its index did not differ significantly between EM treated broilers and the control. Actual weight of heart did not differ significantly between EM treated broilers and the control. Heart index was significantly lesser in birds given EM solution (P<0.01), biofeed (P<0.01) and both (P<0.05) than the control broilers. Actual weight of thyroid and its index did not differ significantly between EM treated and control broilers at 45 days post-treatment.

Antibody titre

Primary and secondary immune responses, in terms of antibody geometric mean titre (GMT) were determined against Newcastle Disease (ND) vaccine virus. GMT values during primary response were 13 in broilers given EM solution alone, 9.8 in broilers given biofeed alone and 9.8 in broilers given both simultaneously compared with 3.2 in the control broilers. The counterpart GMT values during secondary response were 445.7, 264, 256 and 68.6.

Discussion

Effective micro-organisms were administered to broiler chicks in the form of “EM solution” “biofeed” and “both simultaneously” to study their effect on health and immune response of broiler chicks. Live body weight was significantly greater in all EM treated groups compared with the control (Table 1, P<0.001). It confirms growth promoting activity of EM as reported by other workers (Hussien and El-Ashry, 1991; Ahmad, 1996; Hussain 1996). The better weight gain in EM-treated broilers could be related to better digestibility of crude protein and crude fiber (Hussain, 1996). Interestingly, the increase in live body weight was also accompanied with a significant decrease in offal weight i.e., of liver index (P<0.05), gizzard index (P<0.01), intestinal weight index, intestinal length index (P<0.05). kidneys index (P<0.05) and heart index (P<0.01) (Table 3). In Pakistan there are numerous antibiotics widely used as growth promoters but all have associated risks of drug residues and drug resistance. The EM appears to be a safe growth promoter without any associated risks.

Of the visceral organs the decrease in heart index is of particular interest and needs further consideration. This has also been observed in a previous experiment (Ahmad, 1996). Heart enlargement is a common disease in humans. If constituents of the EM responsible for heart enlargement can be determined and purified, further research may indicate if...
this can help in treatment of heart enlargement.

The greater bursa and thymus index in birds supplemented EM as compared to the control (Table 2. P<0.05) suggests that EM supported these lymphoid organs. The two lymphoid organs are responsible for recruiting B and T lymphocytes and make up the vital and basic components of humoral and cellular immunity. The gross support of lymphoid organs was also accompanied with better antibody production in EM treated broilers. In the present study GMT against Newcastle disease vaccine virus was 6.5 times in broilers given EM solution, 3.85 times in broilers given biofeed and 3.73 times in broilers given both EM solution and biofeed simultaneously than the control value.

The present study showed that EM potentiated immune response in the experimental broilers. Previous studies demonstrated that Lactic acid bacteria administered orally or intraperitoneally enhanced activity of the mononuclear phagocytic system (Kato et al., 1983) and increased the production of circulating antibodies for certain antigens in mouse (Saito et al., 1983; Perdigon and Alvare, 1996). However, further investigation is required for the elucidation of the mechanism through which EM produced systemic increase in the immune response.
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